TRANSFER of a personal vehicle, without change of owner, into another series within the same organisation or other entity

431 K to 431 CD
431 CD to 431 K

After having booked an appointment via e-mail, go to the Ferney-Voltaire customs office.

- Return the original of form 2 (this document must include the authorisation stamps on the reverse)
- Present the original carte grise registration document for the vehicle and 2 photocopies of both sides
- Present your new TSS (“French card” – special residence permit issued by the Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs) and 2 photocopies of both sides

Hand in the green plates
French registration plates (see field A of your carte grise registration document) should be fitted to the vehicle

OR

Present a signed statement certifying that no green plates were ever produced.
This statement must be signed and stamped by CERN.